Accenture Asset and Operations Services

Accenture + Cimation = Unmatched provider of
end-to-end industrial asset and operations services

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is transforming companies and
countries—opening a new era of economic growth and competitiveness.
The intersection of people, data and intelligent devices will have
far-reaching impacts on the productivity and efficiency of industrial
operations around the world.
To help asset-intensive industries better leverage the IIoT, Accenture
has acquired Cimation, an operations consulting company known for its
work in asset automation, operations information technology (IT) and
industrial control system (ICS) cyber security.
Together, we help clients transform how they maintain, operate and
optimize their plants, wells, refineries, mines, power generation facilities
and pipelines.

Accenture Asset
and Operations
Services

Accenture Services

•
•
•
•

Capital Efficiency
Capital Sourcing and Procurement
Project Services & Controls
Engineering & Project Data

Cimation Services

• Automation & Controls Engineering
• Instrumentation & Electrical
• Design Consulting & Standards Development

Capital Projects

• Digital Plant/Field Worker (e.g. Digital Turn Around as
a Service, Electronic Work Package)
• Contingent Labor/Contractor Management as Service

• Pervasive Wireless Design & Implementation
• Field Workflow Automation
• Decision Support Systems

Worker
Management
• Asset Performance Management Strategies,
Analytics, Tools (Predictive Analytics)
• Maintenance & Reliability/Enterprise Asset
Management
• Data Visualization Tools and Custom Applications

• Automation (PLC, SCADA, MES)
• Advanced Manufacturing/Production Optimization
(Connected Mine, Connected Production Operations/
Digital Well, Digital Plant, Intelligent Pipeline)
• Environmental, Health & Safety Management

Asset Management

Operations
Management

•
•
•
•

Control Room Management
Alarm Management & Rationalization
Advanced HMI Development
Obsolescence Planning & System Migrations

•
•
•
•

Automation (PLC, RTU, SCADA, DCS, SIS)
ICS Cyber Security
OT/IT Systems Integration
IIoT Enablement

What does Accenture
bring to Cimation?

What does Cimation
bring to Accenture?
We support
industrial assets
and operations

Deep consulting, digital and
asset-specific expertise

Deep strength in
operational technology

Accenture has extensive experience and
detailed process excellence models to help
clients transform how they maintain,
operate and optimize their plants, wells,
refineries, mines, power generation facilities
and pipelines.

Cimation’s focus on technology for
industrial assets provides a powerful
capability that dovetails with
Accenture’s enterprise perspective
of industrial operations.

Plants
(chemical plants, refineries)

Broad suite of innovative
asset operations services

Wells

Accenture Asset and Operations Services are
focused on improving the productivity and
safety of core operations—from Accenture’s
digital worker platform and advanced
manufacturing/production optimization services
to maintenance and reliability services.

Cimation understands the importance
of safety in hazardous conditions and
regularly deploys a large contingent of
skilled consultants to work in frontline
industrial environments.

Mining

Detailed predictive analytics
based on operational data
Accenture’s asset and worker analytics
services can harness the power of
previously untapped operational data to
improve the productivity and reliability of
our clients’ industrial assets.

Extensive field experience

Industrial control systems
cyber security practice
Power Generation

Pipelines

With one of the industry's most
comprehensive ICS cyber security
practices, Cimation is dedicated to
protecting critical infrastructure
using comprehensive strategies and
digital technologies.

Increased
production

Reduced cost
of maintenance
and operations

Improved
worker safety

For more information, visit www.accenture.com/aaos

Improved
asset reliability
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